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Good afternoon Chairs Torres and Ampry-Samuels, and members of the
Committees on Oversight and Investigations, and Public Housing. My name is
Margaret Garnett and I am the Commissioner of the New York City Department of
Investigation. I am here today at the Committees’ request, to provide testimony about
DOI’s investigations into matters related to the Throggs Neck Houses, a New York City
Housing Authority (“NYCHA”) development in the Bronx.
By way of background, DOI has 49 employees in its NYCHA Office of Inspector
General (“IG”), which oversees the City’s public housing authority, including its
operations, its 325 developments and 11,000 employees. Each year, DOI’s IG for
NYCHA receives over 2,000 complaints and reviews each one to assess whether the
allegations fall under DOI’s mandate to root out corruption, fraud, conflicts of interest,
and gross misconduct; and whether it is a potential criminal matter. Based on those
complaints, as well as agency referrals and other sources of information, our NYCHA IG
opens approximately 350 investigations each year.
This protocol is the same for the thousands of complaints that come into DOI as
a whole each year, regarding the other city agencies we oversee – totaling more than
15,000 complaints in 2018. DOI reviews each one individually and determines whether
it is proper for a DOI investigation.
We refer many administrative allegations and personnel matters back to the
agencies we oversee. Complaints about matters such as relatively minor instances of
employee time-and-leave abuse, employee misbehavior, and the daily management of
the agency’s business are all examples of issues that, in most instances, are most
appropriately handled by the agency itself, since agencies make their own managerial
decisions, mete out employee discipline, and, in NYCHA’s case, have their own
disciplinary units for employee misconduct. DOI is not, and cannot be, a replacement
for an agency’s management structure, human resources office, or EEO officer.
Regarding the Throggs Neck Houses development specifically, the initial
complaints that we received involved allegations of rudeness to residents, drinking on
the job, and consensual sexual relationships among employees. These kinds of
complaints, barring extreme allegations or circumstances that suggest the possibility of
criminal conduct, endangering public safety, abuse of authority, or theft of city resources
— are personnel matters, which are most appropriately handled by the agency. The
timeline of complaints about the Throggs Neck Houses illustrates this typical procedure.
In October of 2017, DOI’s office of NYCHA IG received an anonymous call
complaining that Brianne Pawson, then a supervisor at Throggs Neck Houses, was very
rude to residents and employees and did not wear her NYCHA uniform while at work.
We referred the complaint to NYCHA’s Bronx Borough Management Department for
action. In January of 2018, a NYCHA employee emailed the IG to complain that
Brianne Pawson received favorable treatment as to various administrative matters
because her father Charles Pawson was a Director at NYCHA. We referred that
complaint to NYCHA’s Chief Administrative Officer for action. As with all referrals like
these, in both cases we included our standard language that if the agency finds any
evidence of corrupt or criminal activity, DOI should be notified immediately.
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In late spring of 2018, NYCHA General Manager Vito Mustaciuolo met with DOI’s
Inspector General for NYCHA Ralph Iannuzzi as part of a regularly scheduled meeting
between DOI and NYCHA. Among the many items discussed at that meeting was
information that GM Mustaciuolo had received alleging that some Throggs Neck
Houses’ staff were drinking alcohol at work and having sex with other NYCHA
employees at work. The complaints did not allege criminal activity but were employee
misconduct allegations that, absent other aggravating factors, would typically be
handled by the agency as a managerial or Human Resources matter. As with the
earlier complaints, at this point these complaints were neither unusual nor out of the
mainstream of employee misconduct complaints that DOI typically receives about
NYCHA. As a result, IG Iannuzzi told NYCHA that the matter should be addressed by
NYCHA as a management issue, and if NYCHA became aware of any potential criminal
conduct, or corruption-related aggravating factors, they should alert DOI immediately.
NYCHA subsequently reported to DOI that it had immediately opened an internal
investigation that included conducting unannounced visits at Throggs Neck Houses,
interviewing staff and residents, and reviewing CCTV camera footage, among other
actions. General Manager Mustaciuolo had just started at NYCHA approximately four
months earlier, and has consistently been receptive to DOI’s oversight role. The
conversation between him and IG Iannuzzi continued to be active and open on this
matter.
While NYCHA’s internal investigation was ongoing, DOI received two additional
relevant complaints. In June 2018, we received an anonymous complaint that Throggs
Neck supervisors Wallace Vereen and Ricardo Ramos had sexual relationships with a
number of female employees on the caretaker staff at Throggs Neck, and that these
employees had then received favorable treatment from Ramos and Vereen. In early
August 2018, a NYCHA employee reported to DOI that Brianne Pawson had hosted
parties with staff during working hours that included alcohol and marijuana use, and that
she was having consensual sexual relationships with male subordinates. Because of
the nature of the allegations and NYCHA’s ongoing inquiry into staff misconduct at
Throggs Neck, we referred the complaints to NYCHA management with our standard
proviso that any evidence of criminality or corruption should be immediately reported
back to DOI.
By mid-summer, in several conversations during July and August of 2018,
NYCHA reported to DOI that while it had not been able to substantiate the specific
allegations of employee misconduct at the Throggs Neck Houses, NYCHA management
had determined that there were numerous managerial problems at the development that
needed prompt and aggressive action. Those problems included unacceptable delays in
maintenance and repairs and a pattern of excessive overtime use. As a result, NYCHA
management had decided to transfer the entire staff of 45 employees to other
developments.
GM Mustaciuolo discussed this plan with IG Iannuzzi and his staff, and there was
agreement that the staff transfers would hopefully stem further problems and potentially
create an environment where other complainants – among both residents and staff –
would feel comfortable coming forward with information, whether related to the prior
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allegations or regarding new allegations. That plan worked and it worked swiftly on
multiple levels.
On August 24, 2018, NYCHA executed the transfer plan, and in the aftermath
more complainants promptly came forward to report additional misconduct at the
Throggs Neck Houses. Simultaneously, the media reported on the complete staff
transfer at the development as well as publishing a number of additional allegations
ranging from sexual harassment by supervisors of subordinates, to group sex parties
that involved residents and children, overtime abuses, and the assertion by Throggs
Neck Tenants Association President Monique Johnson that there was video and audio
evidence of employees having sex on NYCHA property.
New complainants coming forward and the seriousness and specificity of their
new allegations, as well as the new allegations outlined in the media that identified
potential criminal conduct, all led DOI to open its own investigation at the end of August
2018.
DOI conducted over 40 interviews of employees and residents, reviewed video
recordings and photographs, personnel files, timesheets, purchasing records, work
orders, phone records, and numerous other documents.
Our thorough and independent investigation refuted claims that Throggs Neck
staff were having what had been described as “orgies” both on and off NYCHA
premises. Significantly, and thankfully, DOI found no evidence of the alleged “sex
parties” or sexual misconduct involving residents or children. Indeed, in the course of
DOI’s investigation, Tenant Association President Johnson and other Tenants
Association officers recanted the allegations they had made to the media about
personally witnessing parties, drinking or sexual misconduct, and the existence of
recorded evidence of this behavior.
However, we did find extremely troubling evidence of a culture of misconduct,
employee mistreatment and retaliation led by the two managers at the site, Brianne
Pawson and Wallace Vereen.
DOI’s findings are described in detail in our six-page letter to NYCHA that was
sent in January, and is attached to my testimony, and which Councilmembers should
have before them today. The findings included regular and extensive alcohol use on the
job, managers and subordinates engaged in sexual relationships that led to improper
favoritism and punishment, managers’ threatening of subordinates’ physical safety,
managers allowing favored employees to leave their assigned posts while on duty, timeand-leave abuse, bullying and retaliation against disfavored employees, sabotage of
NYCHA appliances intended for residents’ apartments, discarding thousands of dollars’
worth of valuable NYCHA equipment, and the circumvention of NYCHA procurement
rules. Moreover, all of this misconduct took place in an atmosphere of perceived
impunity on the part of Vereen and Pawson, which suppressed complaints by both
residents and NYCHA staff.
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The matter was referred to NYCHA to take appropriate disciplinary action, which
NYCHA promptly initiated. Those disciplinary proceedings are currently in progress.
In the course of our investigation into employee misconduct at Throggs Neck
Houses, numerous witnesses reported to DOI that Monique Johnson abuses her
position as the President of the Throggs Neck Tenants Association. Our investigation
found that Johnson had for years inappropriately diverted NYCHA staff time and funding
for Tenants Association purposes, depriving Throggs Neck residents of needed
resources. For example, DOI found that Johnson had NYCHA pay a private contractor
almost $5,000 to install private security cameras for her Tenants Association office, and
special order a stove for the Tenants Association office using scarce funds from
Throggs Neck’s general budget, which is intended to pay for appliances and equipment
for the use of all residents. Additionally, Johnson received special renovations in her
own apartment that would not be available to other residents. We concluded that
Johnson was able to get this special and unwarranted treatment in part through threats
and intimidation. Finally, we found evidence that the Throggs Neck Tenants
Association may be operating contrary to U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (“HUD”) regulations and its own by-laws.
DOI’s full report concerning the Throggs Neck Tenants Association was sent to
NYCHA in early February and is attached to my testimony, which Councilmembers
should have.
DOI recommended that NYCHA conduct a comprehensive review of the Throggs
Neck Tenants Association’s compliance with HUD regulations, NYCHA policies, and its
own by-laws. We also recommended reforms to ensure the integrity of NYCHA staff
interactions with Tenants Associations throughout the City, including providing both
development staff and borough management with written instruction that Tenants
Association requests may not be prioritized over other residents’ needs.
The allegations we investigated here tracked a 2013 DOI investigation that
began after NYCHA’s then-General Manager Cecil House referred complaints to us that
Johnson, in her role as Tenants Association President, was intimidating and threatening
NYCHA staff and residents. That 2013 investigation found that Johnson frequently
created a “disruptive atmosphere for the Throggs Neck Management employees by
demanding information and attempting to intimidate staff through aggression and
hostility, and that her frequent presence in the management office is excessive, often
unwarranted, and inappropriate.” That 2013 investigation also determined that NYCHA
borough management personnel advocated for Johnson in a way that circumvented
NYCHA’s procedures.
It appears that NYCHA management took no action in response to our 2013
investigation and referral. However, the new NYCHA administration is responding
seriously and appropriately to our 2019 referral. After receiving our February letter,
NYCHA management requested our 2013 referral letter as well so it can review the
matter.
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I have reviewed the investigations DOI conducted in these matters and the
handling of earlier complaints. I am proud of our work here — the investigations were
thorough and independent, and the detailed findings and ultimate referrals to NYCHA
management were based on the facts, not rumors or unsubstantiated allegations.
Although our investigations revealed very troubling conduct, most of it was not criminal.
In the few areas where misconduct was arguably or potentially criminal, the evidence
was not sufficient to support a criminal prosecution.
Within the tenure of GM Mustaciuolo, NYCHA has acted promptly on both the
allegations and the ultimate findings. NYCHA’s own internal investigation, in
consultation with DOI, led to the managerial decision to transfer all of the staff out of the
Throggs Neck development. That decision created conditions that contributed to the
success of DOI’s subsequent investigation. Based on our findings, NYCHA is taking
disciplinary action against the two most senior employees involved in the misconduct.
In addition, our recommendations regarding the Tenants Association speak to essential
improvements needed in that area as well. We expect that NYCHA will follow up
appropriately and we will continue to monitor this area of operations.
I believe that DOI’s comprehensive investigations have led to reforms at
NYCHA’s Throggs Neck Houses — reforms that will hopefully inform NYCHA’s
management of other developments and improve conditions for both residents and staff.
I look forward to continuing our work in this area.
Thank you — I’m happy to answer any questions that the Councilmembers have
for me.
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